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Recovering Meaning: Left Prefrontal Cortex
Guides Controlled Semantic Retrieval

Schill et al., 1997; Wagner et al., 1997; Martin and Chao,
2001). Although considerable attention has been fo-
cused on understanding LIPC function, the fundamental
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subserves semantic retrieval or semantic working mem-3 Graduate School of Education
ory processes (Petersen et al., 1988; Kapur et al., 1994;Harvard University
Demb et al., 1995; Fiez, 1997). From this perspective,Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
LIPC is thought to guide access to goal-relevant seman-
tic knowledge, and to permit “working with” or evalua-
tion of the recovered knowledge (Kapur et al., 1994;Summary
Buckner, 1996; Gabrieli et al., 1998; Wagner, 1999). Con-
sistent with this perspective, repeated access to task-Prefrontal cortex plays a central role in mnemonic con-
relevant knowledge is associated with decreased en-trol, with left inferior prefrontal cortex (LIPC) mediating
gagement of LIPC control processes (Raichle et al.,control of semantic knowledge. One prominent theory
1994; Gabrieli et al., 1996; Wagner et al., 2000b).posits that LIPC does not mediate semantic retrieval

A significant challenge to the semantic retrieval hy-per se, but rather subserves the selection of task-
pothesis, however, recently emerged from a series ofrelevant knowledge from amidst competing knowl-
elegant functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)edge. The present event-related fMRI study provides
and neuropsychological studies, with the resultant dataevidence for an alternative hypothesis: LIPC guides
leading to a reconceptualization of the role of LIPC incontrolled semantic retrieval irrespective of whether
knowledge recovery (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997;retrieval requires selection against competing repre-
Thompson-Schill et al., 1998; Thompson-Schill et al.,sentations. With selection demands held constant,
1999). Rather than mediating semantic retrieval per se,LIPC activation increased with semantic retrieval de-
Thompson-Schill and colleagues have posited that LIPCmands and with the level of control required during
specifically subserves, and is necessary for, the selec-retrieval. LIPC mediates a top-down bias signal that
tion of task-relevant representations from amidst com-is recruited to the extent that the recovery of meaning
peting representations. From this perspective, LIPCdemands controlled retrieval. Selection may reflect a
mechanisms are engaged when a subset of knowledgespecific instantiation of this mechanism.
must be recovered from amidst other competing knowl-
edge, but are not engaged and are not necessary whenIntroduction
semantic retrieval does not require selection.

Support for the selection hypothesis was garneredComplex behavior often requires controlled access to
using a semantic decision paradigm that putatively var-and utilization of memory. Prefrontal cortex plays a cen-
ied selection demands (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997).tral role in cognitive control (Norman and Shallice, 1986;
A “high selection” condition required subjects to deter-Shallice, 1988; Cohen et al., 1996), and is thought to
mine which of two targets (e.g., “tongue” and “bone”)

be a component of the neural circuitry underlying the
was most similar to a cue (e.g., “tooth”) along a single

control of memory (Stuss and Benson, 1984; Goldman-
semantic dimension or feature (such as COLOR). To

Rakic, 1987; Shimamura, 1995; Fuster, 1997; Miller and assess similarity under such conditions, subjects must
Cohen, 2001). The specific prefrontal regions recruited select from semantic memory each item’s color attri-
in service of mnemonic control appear to depend on butes from amidst other competing semantic attributes
the content of the memory (Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Kelley (such as SIZE, SHAPE, etc). In contrast, a “low selection”
et al., 1998; Wagner et al., 1998a; but see Asaad et condition required subjects to assess the global similar-
al., 1998), and on the particular mechanisms engaged ity between the cue (e.g., “flea”) and targets (e.g., “tick”
during memory processing (Petrides, 1996; Owen, 1997; and “well”). Critically, no selection was required for this
D’Esposito et al., 1998; Passingham et al., 2000). One task because all semantic knowledge is relevant for
form of mnemonic control that is central to many forms computing global similarity. That is, it was argued that
of cognition is the control of long-term semantic knowl- assessment of how globally similar two items are de-
edge. Over the past decade, neuroimaging evidence has pends on a comparison between the items along all
pointed to the left inferior prefrontal cortex (LIPC) as semantic dimensions or features. Thus, because all fea-
central to the control of semantic memory, including the tures are task-relevant, no subset of associated seman-
recovery and evaluation of meaning (Petersen et al., tic knowledge would be selected against in favor of
1988; Kapur et al., 1994; Martin et al., 1995; Gabrieli et al., other knowledge. As clearly posited by Thompson-Schill
1996; Vandenberghe et al., 1996; Fiez, 1997; Thompson- and colleagues (p. 14792), “[c]omparisons of global simi-

larity, which are based on all available information and
thus do not require selection,” should not elicit LIPC4 Correspondence: awagner@psyche.mit.edu
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activation. Consistent with the selection hypothesis,
fMRI revealed greater LIPC activation during high selec-
tion compared to low selection conditions.

Importantly with respect to the semantic retrieval hy-
pothesis, the study by Thompson-Schill and colleagues
(1997) also contained two low selection conditions that,
although not requiring selection, were designed to puta-
tively differ in semantic retrieval demands. Specifically,
the conditions differed in the number of possible targets,
either two or four, that were to be considered for their Figure 1. Example Trials Depicting the Four Experimental Condi-
global similarity to the cue. The rationale was that in- tions
creasing the number of targets should increase seman- On each experimental trial, a single cue word and either two or four
tic retrieval demands, that is, the amount of semantic target items were presented, and subjects indicated which target

was most closely globally related to the cue by pressing a responseknowledge that must be accessed. However, because
key. The correct response (underlined for illustrative purposes) wasthe global similarity task does not require selection, in-
either a strong or a weak associate of the cue. This task is analogouscreasing the number of targets should not affect selec-
to the global similarity task of Thompson-Schill and colleaguestion demands. To the extent that LIPC mediates seman-
(1997), and thus requires no selection as all semantic attributes are

tic retrieval, then activation should increase with the relevant to computing global relatedness.
number of targets even though competition or selection
putatively does not vary. FMRI failed to reveal such an
increase. As noted by Thompson-Schill and colleagues for the cue “tick” was the strongly associated stimulus
“[t]he absence of [LIPC] activity for this comparison “flea”). Thus, these low selection conditions also likely
counters the argument that the effects of selection can constituted low controlled retrieval conditions, where
be attributed solely to variations in degree of semantic performance could have been based on more automatic
retrieval” (p. 14792). Critically, this finding stands as the semantic retrieval processes not mediated by LIPC. That
most significant challenge to the hypothesis that LIPC is, the critical data that were proffered as being inconsis-
mediates semantic retrieval even when selection de- tent with the initial semantic retrieval hypothesis and
mands are nonexistent due to an absence of between- thus were argued to support the selection account, may
feature competition for recovery. ultimately prove consistent with the hypothesis that

Although these and related findings have led to accep- LIPC guides semantic retrieval but only under situations
tance of the selection account by many theorists, here, were mnemonic control is required.
we posit an alternative account of LIPC function that is Thus, although considerable effort has been devoted
equally consistent with extant findings. Specifically, we to understanding the role of LIPC in the recovery of
propose that LIPC contributes to controlled semantic meaning, a fundamental issue that is central to under-
retrieval. That is, LIPC mechanisms may guide the recov- standing the nature of prefrontal contributions to mne-
ery of semantic knowledge under situations where pre-

monic control, controversy nevertheless remains. To ad-
experimental associations or prepotent responses do

dress this issue, the present event-related fMRI study
not support the recovery of task-relevant knowledge

systematically tested the selection and the controlled
through more automatic mechanisms. When a strong

semantic retrieval hypotheses of LIPC function underassociation exists between two elements, be they two
conditions that paralleled the low selection conditionsstimuli or a stimulus and a response, the presentation
of Thompson-Schill and colleagues (1997). That is, sub-of the first element may yield sufficient activation of the
jects performed a semantic decision task that requiredsecond element such that this associated representa-
access to global semantic knowledge and thus did nottion may be accessed relatively automatically. That is,
require selection. In this task, subjects were presentedthe second element may be recovered even in the ab-
a cue and had to determine which target from a set ofsence of top-down facilitation or bias. Importantly, con-
possible targets was most globally related to the cuesiderable evidence suggests that prefrontal regions are
(Figure 1). Controlled retrieval demands were manipu-particularly important for cognition and behavior under
lated by varying the preexperimental associativeconditions where strong stimulus-stimulus or stimulus-
strength between the cue (e.g., “candle”) and the correctresponse associations are absent (Norman and Shallice,
target, with the target being either a strong (e.g., “flame”)1986; Cohen et al., 1996; Miller and Cohen, 2001). This
or weak (e.g., “halo”) associate of the cue. Moreover,increased role of prefrontal cortex when associations
semantic retrieval demands were manipulated by vary-are weak may reflect the greater need for top-down bias
ing the number of possible targets, either two or four,signals to guide controlled access to or retrieval of the
in the response set (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997). To theassociate when presented the first element.
extent that LIPC mediates controlled semantic retrieval,Here, we posit that LIPC may subserve controlled
varying both the associative strength and the numbersemantic retrieval even when selection against compet-
of targets should modulate LIPC activation: weaker as-ing knowledge is not required, although heightened
sociative strength and more targets should elicit greatercompetition from irrelevant knowledge also may in-
LIPC activation. By contrast, the selection hypothesiscrease demands on this top-down control mechanism.
predicts that these factors should not affect the extentImportantly, the findings of Thompson-Schill and col-
of LIPC engagement (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997).leagues (1997) do not address this hypothesis because
Thus, this factorial design permits two direct tests ofthe cue-target associative strength was quite strong in

their low selection conditions (e.g., the target response these alternative hypotheses of LIPC function.
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Table 1. Accuracy and Reaction Time Associated with Task Perfor-
mance

Condition Accuracy Reaction Time (ms)

Strong
2-target .95 (.01) 1704 (85.4)
4-target .93 (.01) 1989 (86.4)

Weak
2-target .89 (.01) 2053 (93.8)
4-target .79 (.02) 2513 (87.3)

Values in parentheses refer to Standard Errors.

Finally, it is worth noting that initial neuroimaging data
suggest that LIPC is not functionally homogeneous.
Rather, the posterior and dorsal extent of LIPC (�Brod-
mann’s area [BA] 44) has been observed in studies of
selection or interference resolution (Thompson-Schill et
al., 1997; Jonides et al., 1998; Thompson-Schill et al.,
1998). An anatomically similar region also has been as-
sociated with phonological control, including phonologi-
cal access and maintenance (Paulesu et al., 1993; Awh et
al., 1996; Fiez et al., 1996; Poldrack et al., 1999; Wagner,
1999; Davachi et al., 2001). By contrast, the anterior and
ventral extent of LIPC (�BA 47/45) has been particularly
associated with semantic control (Fiez, 1997; Price et
al., 1997; Poldrack et al., 1999; Wagner et al., 2000a;
Bokde et al., 2001). To the extent that posterior LIPC and
anterior LIPC are functionally distinct, then the effects
of varying controlled semantic retrieval demands were
expected to be particularly robust in anterior LIPC.

Results

Behavioral Performance
Consideration of performance accuracy and response
latencies revealed main effects of Associative Strength
and of Number of Targets, as well as interactions (Table
1). Accuracy was lower and reaction times (RTs) were
longer for Weak than for Strong associative strength
trials (accuracy, F(1,13) � 121.78, p � .0001; RT, F(1,13) �
266.00, p � .0001), and for 4-target than for 2-target trials
(accuracy, F(1,13) � 28.12, p � .0001; RT, F(1,13)� 147.47,

Figure 2. LIPC Regions Engaged during Performance of the Seman-p � .0001). The effects of Number of Targets were greater
tic Decision Task

when Associative Strength was Weak (accuracy, F(1,13) �
(A) Analyses demonstrated task-related activation increments in oc-

25.79, p � .001; RT, F(1,13) � 9.79, p � .01). RTs did cipital, inferior temporal, motor, and LIPC (blue arrowhead) regions
not significantly differ between the Weak/2-target and the relative to baseline.
Strong/4-target conditions (planned contrast, F(1,13) � (B) LIPC activation was observed during the Strong/2-target (first

row), Strong/4-target (second row), Weak/2-target (third row), and2.63, p � .13).
Weak/4-target (fourth row) trials relative to baseline. Activation in
posterior LIPC (black arrow) was elicited by all conditions, whereas

fMRI Indices of LIPC Function activation in anterior LIPC (red arrow) was principally reliable during
An initial analysis of task performance revealed that Weak associative strength trials.
engagement in the semantic relatedness task elicited
above baseline activation in numerous neural regions,
including occipital, lateral temporal, motor, and, criti- four conditions was initially assessed relative to baseline

(Figure 2B). Analyses revealed that all four conditionscally, left inferior prefrontal cortices (LIPC) (Figure 2A).
Of central interest is whether the response in LIPC re- elicited greater activation in the posterior and dorsal

extent of the left inferior prefrontal cortex (posteriorgions was modulated by the Number of Targets and the
cue-target Associative Strength; all subsequent analy- LIPC). Anatomically, this region corresponds approxi-

mately to the posterior LIPC region implicated in studiesses principally focus on the effects of these factors on
LIPC activation, although effects in other prefrontal re- of selection or interference resolution (Thompson-Schill

et al., 1997; Jonides et al., 1998; Thompson-Schill et al.,gions will be briefly considered.
LIPC activation during performance of each of the 1998). Moreover, this region corresponds approximately
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Table 2. Prefrontal Foci Modulated by Number of Targets and Associative Strength

�Brodmann’s Peak Z Score
Contrast Stereotaxic Coordinates Areas (No. voxels)

4-target � 2-target
Posterior LIPC / middle frontal �36 21 27 44, 45, 9, 46 4.40 (111)

Posterior LIPC �39 6 24 44, 6 4.37
Anterior LIPC �45 27 9 45, 47 4.02

Anterior cingulate 3 30 36 32, 8 3.73 (31)
Anterior cingulate 3 15 42 32, 8 3.21

Anterior LIPC �51 21 �12 47 3.59 (15)
Weak � Strong

Anterior LIPC �45 27 �12 47, 45 5.33 (560)
Posterior LIPC / middle frontal �51 18 27 44, 45, 9, 46 5.12
Anterior LIPC �51 21 �3 47, 45 4.81

ACC/Medial superior frontal 6 18 39 32, 8 4.72 (144)
ACC 9 27 36 32, 8 4.32
Medial superior frontal 0 9 57 6 4.28

Anterior RIPC 45 21 6 45, 47 4.30 (83)
Anterior RIPC / orbital frontal 30 24 �6 47, 11 4.08
Anterior RIPC / orbital frontal 39 27 �9 47, 11 4.06

RIPC / middle frontal 54 24 27 44, 45, 9, 46 3.62 (21)
Posterior RIPC 45 9 27 44, 6, 9 3.54 (29)

Posterior RIPC 51 9 33 44, 6, 9 3.23
Weak/2-target � Strong/4-target

RIPC / middle frontal 51 21 27 44, 45, 9, 46 4.69 (114)
Posterior RIPC 54 12 21 44, 9 4.65
Posterior RIPC / middle frontal 54 12 36 9, 8, 44 4.49

Anterior LIPC �48 27 �12 47, 45 4.41 (50)
Anterior LIPC �42 33 �12 47, 45 4.41

Medial superior frontal / ACC �9 6 48 6, 32 3.86 (11)
LIPC / middle frontal �48 30 27 45, 46 3.72 (15)

Posterior LIPC / middle frontal �51 21 24 44, 45, 9, 46 3.63
Posterior LIPC �57 12 30 44, 9 3.37

Medial superior frontal 6 6 54 6 3.70 (9)

ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; LIPC, left inferior prefrontal; No. voxels, number of voxels in cluster; RIPC, right inferior prefrontal.

to the posterior LIPC region previously implicated in reflect a direct failure to replicate the null result observed
in the comparable 4-target versus 2-target contrast inphonological control, including phonological access

and maintenance (Paulesu et al., 1993; Awh et al., 1996; the low selection conditions of Thompson-Schill et al.
(1997). As detailed in the Introduction, this earlier nullFiez et al., 1996; Poldrack et al., 1999; Wagner, 1999).

By contrast, these voxel-level analyses revealed that result constituted the primary evidence mustered
against the hypothesis that LIPC activation varies withthe anterior and ventral extent of LIPC (anterior LIPC)

was reliably engaged only when the cue-target associa- semantic retrieval demands even when selection de-
mands are held constant.tive strength was Weak (Figure 2B). Anatomically, this

region corresponds approximately to the anterior LIPC To determine whether LIPC is sensitive to varying
control demands during semantic retrieval, we nextregion previously implicated in semantic control (Fiez,

1997; Price et al., 1997; Poldrack et al., 1999; Wagner, tested for the main effect of Associative Strength on
LIPC activation. Critically, with respect to the controlled1999). Collectively these results suggest that posterior

LIPC and anterior LIPC were differentially sensitive to retrieval hypothesis, greater anterior LIPC and posterior
LIPC activation was observed when cue-target associa-the associative strength manipulation. As detailed be-

low, this difference was validated through region-of- tive strength was Weak relative to when it was Strong
(Table 2, Figure 3B). Cortical inflation at the individualinterest analyses that permitted a direct test of whether

these two LIPC regions demonstrated a different pattern subject level further demonstrated that the effects of
Associative Strength in anterior LIPC and posterior LIPCof activation as controlled retrieval demands were

varied. were anatomically distinct (Figure 4). Moreover, sepa-
rate contrasts revealed greater LIPC activation duringIn contrast to the predictions of the selection hypothe-

sis, there was a main effect of Number of Targets on Weak relative to Strong trials both during 2-target trials
and during 4-target trials.LIPC activation, with activation increasing as the num-

ber of targets increased (Table 2, Figure 3A). Number A central question is whether the effect of Associative
Strength differed across anterior LIPC and posteriorof Targets robustly affected posterior LIPC activation

and yielded a modest but reliable effect in anterior LIPC LIPC. As detailed above, voxel-based comparisons of
each condition to baseline revealed reliable activation(Table 2). Separate contrasts further revealed greater

LIPC activation during 4-target trials than during 2-target increases in posterior LIPC during both Weak and
Strong associative strength trials, whereas anterior LIPCtrials both when associative strength was Weak and

when it was Strong. Importantly, these latter findings activation was reliably above baseline only when asso-
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demonstrating a main effect of Number of Targets (Fig-
ure 5). Because this contrast is orthogonal to that of
Associative Strength, definition of the ROIs in this man-
ner rendered them unbiased with respect to this factor.
Consistent with the observed main effect of Associative
Strength in the voxel-based analysis, these ROI analyses
revealed that Associative Strength influenced both ante-
rior LIPC (BA 47; coordinates of �51, 21, �12; F(1,13) �
33.41, p � .0001) and posterior LIPC (BA 44/6; coordi-
nates of �39, 6, 24; F(1,13) � 19.01, p � .001). Impor-
tantly, these analyses further revealed a Region X Asso-
ciative Strength interaction (F(1,13) � 7.46, p � .02).
That is, there was a robust response in posterior LIPC
during both Weak (.63) and Strong (.40) trials, but a
robust response in anterior LIPC during Weak (.66) trials
and a markedly more modest response in this region
during Strong (.18) trials (Figure 5). Thus, the pattern of
responses across these two LIPC regions differed along
the dimension of cue-target associative strength sug-
gesting that these regions mediate distinct control
mechanisms, with anterior LIPC being particularly sensi-
tive to controlled semantic retrieval demands.

Both the voxel-based and ROI analyses clearly re-
vealed that Associative Strength and Number of Targets
modulated LIPC activation, although neither analysis
revealed an interaction between Associative StrengthFigure 3. LIPC Activation Was Sensitive to the Number of Targets
and Number of Targets. Importantly, the two main ef-and to Associative Strength
fects were observed during performance of a semantic(A) A main effect of Number of Targets was observed in posterior

LIPC (black arrow) and in anterior LIPC (red arrow), with activation decision task that does not demand selection (Thomp-
increasing with targets. Separate contrasts (not shown) revealed son-Schill et al., 1997), thus posing a significant chal-
greater LIPC activation during 4-target than during 2-target trials lenge to the selection hypothesis and lending support
both when Associative Strength was Weak (peak coordinates of to the controlled retrieval perspective. One concern re-
�36, 21, 27; �45, 15, 16; �39, 9, 27; �48, 30, 0; and �45, 27, 9)

garding these observations, however, is that greaterand when it was Strong (coordinates of �45, 21, 24; �39, 21, 30;
LIPC activation was present in those conditions that�39, 6, 27; and �51, 21, �12).

(B) A main effect of Associative Strength was observed in posterior were associated with a longer duty-cycle or increased
LIPC and in anterior LIPC, with activation being greater when asso- task difficulty (as indexed by RT). Although increased
ciative strength was Weak. Separate contrasts (not shown) revealed demands on LIPC control processes and longer duty-
greater LIPC activation during Weak relative to Strong trials both cycles are entirely consistent with the theoretical model
when there were 2-targets (coordinates of �36, 6, 30; �51, 18, 27;

being proposed, nevertheless it would be informative to�33, 15, 30; �48, 27, �12; and �36, 27, 3) and when there were
know whether LIPC activation is sensitive to controlled4-targets (coordinates of �51, 18, 24; �45, 15, 15; and �54, 27, 3).

(C) Direct comparison of Weak/2-target to Strong/4-target trials retrieval demands even when RTs do not differ. To ad-
demonstrated that posterior LIPC and anterior LIPC activation was dress this question, a direct contrast was performed
greater during the Weak/2-target trials. between the Weak/2-target and the Strong/4-target

conditions that were accompanied by comparable RTs.
This contrast revealed that both anterior LIPC and pos-ciative strength was Weak. To further assess the effects
terior LIPC were more sensitive to Associative Strengthof Associative Strength, region-of-interest (ROI) analy-
than to Number of Targets, demonstrating greater acti-ses were conducted on the significant foci identified as
vation in the Weak/2-target condition (Table 2, Figure
3C). Thus, even when duty cycle is held constant, LIPC
activation is modulated by the degree of control required
during semantic retrieval.

Task-Related Responses in Other Regions
Although the objective of the present study was to di-
rectly test competing theories regarding the role of LIPC
in the recovery of semantic knowledge, it should be
noted that a few other prefrontal regions demonstrated

Figure 4. Distinct LIPC Regions Demonstrated Greater Activation main effects of either Number of Targets or of Associa-
during Weak Relative to Strong Trials

tive Strength. In particular, a relatively rostral extent of
Cortical inflation illustrated the anatomical separability between the the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; Table 2, Figure 5)
anterior LIPC (white arrow) and posterior LIPC (black arrow) regions

demonstrated a main effect of Number of Targets,that were sensitive to cue-target associative strength. Displayed
whereas a slightly more caudal extent of the ACC dem-are data from two subjects thresholded at p � .001; dark gray

regions correspond to sulci. onstrated a main effect of Associative Strength. The
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Figure 5. Region-of-Interest Analyses Re-
vealed Differential Patterns of Activity across
Prefrontal Regions

Plotted are integrated measures of percent
signal change from four regions identified as
demonstrating a main effect of Number of
Targets; error bars reflect repeated-mea-
sures 95% confidence intervals. Although all
LIPC regions demonstrated a greater re-
sponse during Weak relative to Strong asso-
ciative strength trials, the effect of Associa-
tive Strength differed across anterior LIPC
and posterior LIPC. Specifically, posterior
LIPC demonstrated a robust response during
both Strong and Weak trials, whereas anterior
LIPC demonstrated a robust response during
Weak trials and a more modest response dur-
ing Strong trials. The response in the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) was below baseline,
and did not show an effect of Associative
Strength.

magnitude of activation in the former ACC region was responses that were modulated by the Number of Tar-
gets and by Associative Strength. Specifically, left mid-below baseline in all four conditions, thus possibly com-

plicating interpretation of this result. Activation in the dle temporal gyrus (�BA 21/22) demonstrated greater
activation in the 4-target, relative to the 2-target, condi-latter ACC region was above baseline. However, in con-

trast to anterior LIPC and posterior LIPC, activation in tion (coordinates of �63, �51, 6), and when cue-target
associative strength was Weak relative to when it wasthis region tracked task difficulty. Thus, we note these

ACC responses but refrain from speculating about their Strong (coordinates of �57, �51, 0). In addition, left
fusiform cortex (�BA 37) demonstrated a greater re-functional significance.

The Weak associative strength trials also elicited sponse when associative strength was Weak relative to
when it was Strong (coordinates of �42, �51, �15).greater activation in right inferior prefrontal cortex

(RIPC) relative to Strong associative strength trials (Ta- Both regions have been observed in prior studies of
semantic processing (see Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Kouts-ble 2, Figure 3). As with the LIPC regions, RIPC re-

sponses were above baseline (with the exception of taal et al., 2001 for discussion), and thus these effects
are consistent with the possibility that LIPC control45, 21, 6) and demonstrated greater activation when

comparing the Weak/2-target trials to the Strong/4-tar- mechanisms provide a top-down bias that modulates
left temporal processing in the course of semantic re-get trials (and thus did not track task difficulty; Table

2). Interestingly, RIPC activation failed to demonstrate trieval.
a main effect of Number of Targets, both in voxel-based
analyses and in ROI analyses, suggesting that this re- Discussion
gion is selectively modulated by controlled retrieval de-
mands. Although RIPC activation occasionally has been The present fMRI study sought to address a central

and, as yet, unanswered question regarding prefrontalobserved in prior studies of semantic retrieval (e.g.,
Wagner et al., 1998b; Poldrack et al., 1999), at present contributions to the control of memory: What is the func-

tional role of LIPC in the recovery of meaning? The re-the factors that determine when RIPC activation will
cooccur with LIPC activation remain undetermined. sults revealed three important outcomes. First, consis-

tent with the hypothesis that LIPC subserves theWhile speculative, the present results raise the possibil-
ity that when controlled retrieval demands are particu- controlled retrieval of long-term semantic knowledge,

the level of control required during semantic retrievallarly high, RIPC processes may be additionally recruited
to guide the recovery of semantic knowledge. modulated LIPC activation. Importantly, these effects

were observed within the context of a semantic decisionFinally, the two hypotheses being tested, controlled
retrieval and selection, both posit that LIPC plays a role task that did not require selection between competing

semantic representations. Second, two anatomicallyin accessing semantic knowledge that is assumed to
be represented elsewhere in posterior cortex (e.g., distinct regions within LIPC were observed to be sensi-

tive to controlled retrieval demands, but the effects ofThompson-Schill et al., 1999). Prior neuropsychological
and neuroimaging evidence would suggest that such varying mnemonic control on the pattern of activation

in these LIPC regions were distinct. Specifically, anteriorlong-term conceptual knowledge is, at least partially,
represented in lateral temporal cortices (Petersen et al., LIPC (BA 47/45) demonstrated greater sensitivity to cue-

target associative strength than did posterior LIPC (BA1988; Martin and Chao, 2001). Consistent with this pos-
sibility, the present results revealed two left temporal 44/6). Third, directly failing to replicate the central previ-
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ous observation proffered against a semantic retrieval 1997; Thompson-Schill et al., 1998; Thompson-Schill et
al., 1999). The primary source of evidence against theinterpretation of LIPC function, the results revealed
semantic retrieval hypothesis was the failure to observegreater LIPC activation when semantic retrieval de-
increased activation under low selection conditionsmands increased but selection was held constant. Col-
when semantic retrieval demands putatively varied (i.e.,lectively, these data are inconsistent with the hypothesis
when comparing a 4-target to a 2-target condition,that LIPC function is restricted to the selection of task-
Thompson-Schill et al., 1997). In contrast to this earlierrelevant representations from amidst competing knowl-
reported null result, however, the present experimentedge. Rather, these data provide the strongest evidence
provides clear evidence that an increase in the numberto date indicating that LIPC mediates controlled seman-
of targets, and thus putative semantic retrieval de-tic retrieval.
mands, elicits greater LIPC activation. This effect was
observed in both posterior LIPC and anterior LIPC.LIPC Activation Is Modulated by Controlled

One account for the discrepancy between the presentRetrieval Demands
findings and those of Thompson-Schill and colleaguesCompelling support for the controlled semantic retrieval
is that there was a strong association between the cuehypothesis derives from the present observation that
and the correct target in all “low selection” trials in thatLIPC activation increased as the cue-target associa-
earlier study (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997). Thus, perfor-tive strength weakened. An extensive literature points
mance of the semantic decision task might have beento the centrality of prefrontal function in the control of
based on more automatic semantic retrieval processescognition and behavior (Norman and Shallice, 1986;
that yield recovery of sufficient knowledge for identifyingCohen et al., 1996; Miller and Cohen, 2001). When goal-
the highly associated stimulus without relying on LIPCdirected behavior cannot be performed based on rela-
control processes. Moreover, given the blocked experi-tively automatic knowledge retrieval due to prepotent
mental design implemented in that earlier study, sub-stimulus-stimulus and stimulus-response associations,
jects might have been able to adopt a performance strat-successful behavior becomes increasingly dependent
egy based on automatic semantic access withouton prefrontal function. The observation that preexperi-
encountering a significant performance cost. That is,mental cue-target associative strength markedly modu-
because all trials consisted of one strongly associatedlates anterior LIPC and posterior LIPC activation pro-
target and a set of unassociated targets, subjects mightvides striking evidence for a role of LIPC in the controlled
have been able to depend solely on the semantic knowl-recovery of meaning (Wagner, 2001).
edge accessed in a more automatic manner in order toPrior neuroimaging studies suggest that anterior LIPC
determine the correct target. The present experiment,may play a more central role in the retrieval and evalua-
in contrast, implemented an event-related design thattion of semantic knowledge relative to posterior LIPC
intermixed trials in which the target response was a(Poldrack et al., 1999). For example, direct comparisons
strong associate of the cue and trials in which the targetof tasks that differentially depend on semantic and pho-
response was a weak associate of the cue. Given thisnological control have consistently implicated anterior
design, reliance on more automatic retrieval processesLIPC in the former and posterior LIPC in the latter (Fiez,
might not have been afforded as such an approach1997; Price et al., 1997; Poldrack et al., 1999; Kirchhoff
would have led to failure in the Weak trials. Thus, theet al., 2000). Moreover, recent data indicate that anterior
present event-related design likely encouraged strate-LIPC activation is selectively influenced by prior seman-
gic engagement of controlled semantic retrieval mecha-tic processing, whereas posterior LIPC activation is
nisms during all trials. Consistent with this perspective,

modulated by earlier semantic and nonsemantic pro-
the present data revealed that LIPC activation was sen-

cessing (Wagner et al., 2000a). That is, experience-
sitive to the number of targets when the cue-target asso-

dependent reductions in engagement of anterior LIPC ciative strength was weak as well as when associative
mechanisms appear to be specifically associated with strength was strong.
increased automaticity of semantic access. The effect of number of targets on LIPC activation is

The present findings build on these prior observations consistent with the perspective that LIPC is sensitive
as they indicate that, even in the absence of selection to increased semantic retrieval demands. However, it
demands, greater controlled semantic retrieval require- should be noted that moving from two to four targets
ments elicit increased activation in both anterior LIPC also increases demands on phonological and lexical
and posterior LIPC. Importantly, however, the present processes. Notably, increasing the number of targets in
data further provide strong evidence for a differential the present study yielded increased activation in poste-
role of these two LIPC regions in controlled semantic rior LIPC, a region that has been previously implicated
retrieval. Specifically, the region (anterior LIPC/posterior in the control of phonological representations (Awh et
LIPC) X associative strength (Strong/Weak) interaction al., 1996; Fiez et al., 1996). Posterior LIPC, but not ante-
indicates that anterior LIPC is particularly associated rior LIPC, also has been observed during performance
with the controlled retrieval of semantic knowledge. of “nonsemantic” processing tasks that require or permit

access to phonological codes (Poldrack et al., 1999;
LIPC Activation Is Modulated by Semantic Wagner et al., 2000a). Moreover, neuropsychological
Retrieval Demands evidence indicates that posterior LIPC lesions can im-
The selection hypothesis posits that LIPC does not pair performance on lexical or phonological processing
guide semantic retrieval per se, but rather supports the tasks (Fiez and Petersen, 1998; Swick, 1998). Thus, the
selection of task-relevant knowledge from amidst com- presently observed increase in posterior LIPC activation

may derive from differential demands on phonologicalpeting irrelevant knowledge (Thompson-Schill et al.,
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control processes, rather than demands specifically re- tive remains. Specifically, although the controlled se-
mantic retrieval and the selection hypotheses can belated to semantic retrieval. By contrast, the pattern of

activation in anterior LIPC suggests that engagement of integrated at the mechanistic level, it is important to
emphasize that extant data suggest that the neurobiol-this region is modulated by controlled semantic retrieval

requirements. ogy may differ. The LIPC region implicated in selection
(at or near BA 44) appears to fall well posterior and dorsal
to the anterior LIPC region that is clearly implicated inLIPC Contributions to the Recovery of Meaning
controlled semantic retrieval in this and related studiesIn contrast to the selection hypothesis, the controlled
(Gabrieli et al., 1998; Poldrack et al., 1999; Wagner etretrieval perspective can readily account for the effects
al., 2000a). Rather, the LIPC region implicated in studiesof associative strength and number of targets on LIPC
of selection appears to correspond to the posterior LIPCactivation. The controlled retrieval hypothesis is also
region observed in the present study and in studies ofcapable of handling earlier observations that have been
phonological working memory and control. It remainsposited to specifically support the selection account.
possible that the LIPC subregions that support con-Notably, the cue-target associative strength appears
trolled semantic retrieval may be distinct from, or mayto have covaried with selection demands in most prior
be only partially overlapping with, those that guide se-studies supporting selection (Thompson-Schill et al.,
lection. The present design did not manipulate selection1997; Thompson-Schill et al., 1998), with associative
demands, and thus our data do not indicate whetherstrength being weaker in the “high-selection” than in
the anterior LIPC region observed to be differentiallythe “low-selection” conditions. Thus, such effects of
sensitive to controlled retrieval demands is also modu-“selection demands” may actually reflect the influence
lated by selection demands when cue-target associativeof differing demands on controlled semantic retrieval.
strength is held constant. Additional studies that crossMoreover, in contrast to a recent null report that preex-
selection demands with controlled retrieval demandsperimental associative strength does not modulate left
should serve to adjudicate between the two possibilities.prefrontal activation, a finding that was interpreted as
Nevertheless, the present results provide some ofsupporting the selection hypothesis (Barch et al., 2000;
strongest evidence that, when selection demands arebut see, Fletcher et al., 2000), again, the present data
held constant, the left prefrontal cortex supports thedemonstrate that LIPC activation is sensitive to cue-
controlled retrieval of long-term semantic knowledge. Intarget associative strength.
so doing, LIPC plays a fundamental role in goal-directedThe present findings are consistent with a unitary per-
behavior that depends on the recovery of meaning.spective on anterior LIPC function that posits that this

LIPC region subserves a top-down bias signal that facili-
Experimental Procedurestates the controlled recovery of task-relevant knowl-

edge. Importantly, this bias mechanism may be differen-
Participantstially engaged under retrieval conditions where the
Fourteen right-handed, native speakers of English (five male; ages

target knowledge is not recovered through more auto- 18–40 yr) were remunerated $50 for their participation. Data from one
matic access processes. Automatic access may be in- additional participant were excluded due to poor task performance

(�65% correct). Informed consent was obtained in a manner ap-sufficient or may fail either because the cue-target asso-
proved by the Human Studies Committee of the Massachusettsciative strength is not strong enough to result in
General Hospital.automatic knowledge recovery, or because task-irrele-

vant representations compete with, and interfere with
Stimuli and Paradigmthe automatic recovery of, task-relevant knowledge.
On each of 288 trials, a single cue word and either two or four targetFrom this unitary perspective, controlled semantic re-
items were presented. Subjects decided which of the targets was

trieval may constitute the most basic level functional most closely globally related to the cue (by pressing one of four
outcome of top-down facilitative bias of semantic mem- response keys). The correct response was either a strong or a weak

associate of the cue, as detailed below. This task is analogous toory. Moreover, in the process of guiding the controlled
the global similarity task of Thompson-Schill and colleagues (1997),recovery of semantic knowledge, this bias mechanism
and thus requires no selection, as all semantic attributes are relevantmay tune or “sculpt” semantic space (Fletcher et al.,
to computing global relatedness. The words were presented for 32000; Wagner et al., 2000b) such that the retrieved
s, with a 1 s fixation following stimuli offset (participants had all 4

knowledge is readily more accessible in the future s to respond). Periods of fixation lasting either 2 or 4 s were inter-
(Raichle et al., 1994; Demb et al., 1995; Thompson-Schill spersed between experimental trials as determined by an optimiza-

tion algorithm (Dale, 1999). Each subject participated in four fMRIet al., 1999). Finally, consistent with the bias competition
runs, with the order of trials determined by optimizing the efficiencymodel of prefrontal function (Desimone and Duncan,
of the design matrix (Dale, 1999).1995; Miller and Cohen, 2001), this controlled bias mech-

Items for the experimental trials were chosen from associativeanism may also contribute to the recovery of meaning
norms requiring generation of a single associate to a cue (Postman

when task-relevant knowledge must be favored or se- and Keppel, 1970). For each cue, one strongly and one weakly
lected from amidst competitive knowledge (Thompson- associated target item were chosen. The mean normative probability

that the item was generated as the associate of the cue differedSchill et al., 1997; Jonides et al., 1998; Thompson-Schill
across Strong (.22) and Weak (.01) targets. Distractors were chosenet al., 1998; Thompson-Schill et al., 1999; Wagner et al.,
randomly (Kucera and Francis, 1967), with the constraint that they2000a). That is, from a unitary perspective, selection
were unrelated to their assigned cues. Weak target, Strong target,may constitute a specific instantiation of top-down con-
and distractor lists were constructed matched on word frequency

trolled retrieval. and word length. Eight lists of 72 distractors and four lists each of
Although a unitary account of LIPC function might be cues and their weakly and strongly associated targets were created.

Trials were created based upon these lists such that there were 72the most satisfactory model, a challenge to this perspec-
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trials in each of four conditions. Across subjects, lists were counter- We thank the Learning & Memory Lab at MIT for insightful comments
balanced such that each cue and distractor list appeared in each and discussion, and B. Fischl, D. Greve, R. Desikan, D. Salat, and
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strength). Target lists were counterbalanced across number of tar-
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